Forming mechanism of integral serrated high fins by plowing-extruding based on variational feed
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Abstract: Plowing-extruding tool was designed and plowing-extruding process was investigated. Then, a manufacturing method of integral serrated high-finned tube, plowing-extruding based on variational feed was proposed, in which plowing-extruding tool moved forward at two different feeds, \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \), in turn. In this method, overlaps that are usually avoided in practical application were utilized to manufacture high fins and average height of fins was up to 1.58 mm. The critical feed \( f_c \) of overlaps forming and terms of high fins forming were analyzed. The main technical parameters that affect the fins height were discussed. The experimental results show that the fins height increases with extruding inclination angle and plowing-extruding depth, and the fins height increases with \( f_1 \) increasing when \( f_1 \) is smaller than \( f_c \), and decreases with \( f_1 \) increasing if \( f_1 \) is larger than \( f_c \).
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1 Introduction

Shell-and-tube heat exchangers are widely used in various applications such as power generation, petroleum refining, and chemicals. The heat transfer tube is the key component of shell-and-tube heat exchanger. According to BERGLES’ viewpoint[1], bare tube, plain or two-dimensional fins and three-dimensional or serrated tubes are the first, second and third generation of heat transfer technology, respectively. BERGLES[1] also pointed out that the second generation of heat transfer technology had been well established, and what we wanted now was the third[2] and the fourth[3] generation heat transfer technology. Therefore, investigation and development on serrated tubes have been the subject of advanced enhancement of heat transfer. By and large, serrated tubes can be put into two categories: one is welding finned tube and the other is integral finned tube. Welding finned tubes include Sunrod pin-fin tube[4], pin fin tube[5–6]; integral finned tubes cover integral pin-tube[7], petal-shaped finned tube[8–9], three-dimensional rib-finned tube[10], etc. In consideration of thermal contact resistance and material saving, integral finned tube is more advantageous than welding finned tube. Petal-shaped finned tube has been applied widely due to its high efficiency of heat transfer and small pressure drop[11]. However, petal-shaped finned tube is a kind of low-finned tube. If viscosity of fluid is large, the low fins of the tube will not work. Therefore, investigations into integral serrated tube with high fins have attracted more and more interest.

Up to now, there are three main methods to manufacture integral finned tube. They are cutting-press[12], chopping-extrusion[13] and pre-roll ploughing[14–16]. Cutting-press and chopping-extrusion can only produce integral plain finned tube. Pre-roll ploughing can manufacture integral serrated finned tube, namely petal-shaped finned tube. But, the fins height of petal-shaped finned tube is very low.

In this work, a manufacturing method of integral serrated high-finned tube, plowing-extruding based on variational feed, is proposed. The plowing-extruding tool plows into and extrudes surface metal of workpiece at two different feeds in turn. By this new method, higher fins than those of petal-shaped finned tube can be machined out with high efficiency. The forming mechanism of integral serrated high fins by plowing-extruding based on variational feed is illustrated and the main technical parameters that affect the height
of fins are discussed.

2 Process of plowing-extruding

2.1 Shape of plowing-extruding tool

Schematic map of plowing-extruding tool is shown in Fig.1.

![Fig.1 Schematic map of plowing-extruding tool](image)

In Fig. 1, \( \beta \) is extruding inclination angle, \( \alpha \) is clearance angle, \( w \) is a half of maximal land width of extruding flank and \( b \) is the pitch between tool tip and position of maximal land width of extruding flank. The plowing-extruding tool has no cutting edge and is composed of two curved faces named as extruding face and forming face with conterminous curve named as top edge. The cross section of the tool is like a wedge as shown in section \( A-A \) in Fig.1.

2.2 Process of plowing-extruding

Bevel ribs with triangular cross section are machined out on the outside surface of bare tube by rolling before plowing-extruding experiments are conducted.

The plowing-extruding tool can plow into workpiece but does not remove surface metal. The surface metal at the vicinity of workpiece and top edge is split into two parts, where plastic deformation occurs due to actions of extruding and forming face. Lumps form due to the action of extruding face when the special tool plows into workpiece. With tool feed movement \( (f) \), the top edge may be beyond, just on or on the right of the lumps in the next turn. If the top edge is just beyond the lumps, as illustrated in Fig.2(a), the top edge would separate the lumps from surface metal in the left vicinity of top edge, and at the same time, the forming face extrudes the lumps into serrated fins, as shown in Fig.3(a). If the top edge is just on the lumps, the top edge would split the lumps into two pieces and parts of lumps are removed. As a result, remaining lumps are extruded into fragmentary fins shown in Fig.3(b). If the top edge

![Fig.2 Process of plowing-extruding: (a) Top edge beyond lumps in next turn; (b) Top edge on right of lumps in next turn](image)

![Fig.3 Photographs of finned tube machined by plowing-extruding with different feeds: (a) Integral serrated low fins; (b) Fragmentary fins; (c) Overlaps](image)
3 Mechanism on integral serrated high fins forming

3.1 Proposing of plowing-extruding method based on variational feed

The fins height of the integral serrated finned tube shown in Fig.3(a) is only about 0.3–0.7 mm, where the height of fin is defined as a half of remaining amount after outside diameter of finned tube is subtracted from outside diameter of base tube. This kind of tube is regarded as low-finned tube. The finned tube shown in Figs.3(b) and (c) cannot meet the needs of practical application and should be usually avoided in the process of plowing-extruding. However, the overlaps shown in Fig.3(c) can be utilized to manufacture high fins. The method is that the overlaps are extruded into high fins by forming face when the top edge of tool is just beyond the overlaps in the next turn once overlaps form. The height of fins made of overlaps is higher than that of fins shown in Fig.3(a) since the height of overlaps is larger than that of lumps.

3.2 Term of overlap forming

From forementioned analysis, the premise of high fins forming by plowing-extruding based on variational feed is overlap forming. In the term of overlap forming, the top edge is on the right of the lumps in the next turn once lumps form.

\[ f_c = l_{AB} + c \]  

Combining Eqs. (1) and (2), \( f_c \) can be deduced as

\[ f_c = w + (a_p - b \tan \alpha) \tan \beta + c \]  

So, the term of overlap forming is

\[ f \leq w + (a_p - b \tan \alpha) \tan \beta + c \]  

3.3 Process of high fins forming

The mechanism on integral serrated high fins forming by plowing-extruding based on variational feed is illustrated in Fig.5.

In Fig.5, lumps are extruded into overlaps if feed \( f_1 \) is smaller than \( f_c \). Once overlaps form, the feed \( f_1 \) is shifted to feed \( f_2 \) to ensure that the top edge is just beyond the overlaps in the next turn so that the overlaps are extruded into high fins by forming face. So, during high fins forming by plowing-extruding, the tool moves forward with feed \( f_1 \) and feed \( f_2 \) in turn. From Fig.5, \( f_2 \) is calculated from the following formula:

\[ f_2 = 2l_{AB} + h_D = 2[w + (a_p - b \tan \alpha) \tan \beta] + h_D \]

where \( h_D \) is the thickness of overlaps.

4 Experimental results

4.1 Experimental setup

Straight ribs with triangular cross section were machined out on the outside surface of base tube by rolling before experiments.
Dry plowing-extruding experiments were conducted on the precise numerical control lathe NS–20. Red copper TP2 was used as workpiece with outside diameter of 12.6 mm and wall thickness of 1.25 mm. High speed steel tool with maximal land width of extruding flank of 0.5 mm was used to machine workpiece at plowing-extruding speed of 4 m/min and plowing-extruding depth of 1.1 mm. The tool parameters $\beta$, $b$ and $\alpha$ were $22^\circ$, 1.5 mm and $8^\circ$, respectively.

4.2 Photograph of high fins

Fig.6 shows the photograph of integral serrated fins machined by plowing-extruding at feed of 0.6 mm/r and 1.7 mm/r in turn. The average height of fins is up to 1.26 mm that is far beyond the height of fins machined by pre-roll ploughing. So, this kind of integral serrated fin is regarded as high fin. The manufacturing method of integral serrated high fins is highly efficient and inexpensive, and can be transferred to mass production.

4.3 Influence of technical parameters on height of fins

In the process of integral serrated high fins forming by plowing-extruding based on variational feed, the technical parameters including extruding inclination angle $\beta$, feed $f_1$ and plowing-extruding depth $a_p$ have important influence on height of fins.

4.3.1 Influence of extruding inclination angle on height of fins

The influence of extruding inclination angle $\beta$ on fins height $h$ is shown in Fig.7. From Fig.7, the fins height is up to 1.58 mm that is far beyond the fins height shown in Fig.3(a). It is suggested by experiments that $\beta$ should be within the range of $16^\circ$–$28^\circ$ since fragmental chips would be produced if $\beta$ is beyond $28^\circ$, and fins height would be low if $\beta$ is very small.

4.3.2 Influence of feed $f_1$ on height of fins

Fig.8 shows the influence of feed $f_1$ on fins height. From Fig.8, the fins height is 0.84–1.25 mm and beyond the height of fins machined by pre-roll ploughing. In addition, the fins height increases with $f_1$ increasing when $f_1$ is smaller than 0.8 mm/r, and decreases with $f_1$ increasing if $f_1$ is larger than 0.8 mm/r. The reason is that $f_c$ is 0.77 mm/r from Eq.(3) and overlaps cannot form

4.3.3 Influence of plowing-extruding depth on height of fins

Fig.9 presents the influence of plowing-extruding depth $a_p$ on fins height. As shown in Fig.9, the fins height increases with $a_p$ increasing. But, the value of $a_p$ cannot be too large because the wall thickness between fins root and inner surface of tube would be very small if
appear too large. Too small wall thickness is detrimental to performance of heat transfer tube because it bears a certain pressure in operation.

5 Conclusions

1) In the process of plowing-extruding, three kinds of fins, named as integral serrated low fins, fragmentary fins and overlaps, are produced at different feeds. Fragmentary fins and overlaps should be usually avoided since they cannot meet the needs of practical applications.

2) Plowing-extruding at two different feeds, $f_1$ and $f_2$, is an effective manufacturing method of enhanced heat transfer tube with integral serrated high fins. The forming mechanism of integral serrated high fins is that overlaps are utilized and extruded into high fins. The critical feed of overlaps forming and the terms of high fins forming are inferred.

3) The fins height increases with the increase of extruding inclination angle and plowing-extruding depth, and increases with $f_1$ increasing when $f_1$ is smaller than $f_c$, and decreases with $f_1$ increasing if $f_1$ is larger than $f_c$.
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